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The advent of generative artificial intelligence and large language models has ushered in transformative 
applications within medicine. Specifically in ophthalmology, large language models offer unique opportunities to 
revolutionise digital eye care, address clinical workflow inefficiencies, and enhance patient experiences across 
diverse global eye care landscapes. Yet alongside these prospects lie tangible and ethical challenges, encompassing 
data privacy, security, and the intricacies of embedding large language models into clinical routines. This Viewpoint 
highlights the promising applications of large language models in ophthalmology, while weighing up the practical 
and ethical barriers towards their real-world implementation. This Viewpoint seeks to stimulate broader discourse 
on the potential of large language models in ophthalmology and to galvanise both clinicians and researchers into 
tackling the prevailing challenges and optimising the benefits of large language models while curtailing the 
associated risks.

Introduction
Since its release in November, 2022, ChatGPT (Open AI, 
San Francisco, CA, USA) has impressed with its ability to 
carry out human-like conversations and provide nuanced 
answers to questions on a wide range of topics. ChatGPT 
is a chatbot, built on the GPT-3.5 (generative pretrained 
transformer-3.5) and GPT-4 families of large language 
models (LLMs), which are a subtype of deep learning 
systems (table 1). The advanced LLM chatbots in use 
today have performed well in various academic tasks 
(table 2 and appendix p 7)13–17 and can be thought of as 
personal virtual assistants to anyone with an internet 
connection—able to receive free-text prompts, 
understand their semantics, respond accordingly, and 
track the context of an ongoing personalised conversation. 

For patients and health-care providers, the potential 
applications of LLM technology in medicine are 
numerous.18 Examples include facilitating virtual con-
sul tations or organising appointments, writing clinical 
memos or discharge summaries, suggesting treatment 
options, and helping patients to better self-organise and 
manage their health information, with a higher degree of 
personalisation and enhanced scalability and efficiency 
compared with other existing electronic health-care 
systems. 

In ophthalmology, a continued heavy reliance on 
tertiary-level health services is increasingly unsustainable 
with growing and ageing populations. The diverse 
applications of artificial intelligence (AI), deep learning, 
and new digital models of care19–22 to augment, and even 
disrupt, current systems of eye care are a topic of intense 
discussion. In this imaging-extensive medical specialty, 
deep learning algorithms have performed well in 
detecting diabetic retinopathy,23,24 glaucoma,25 age-related 
macular degeneration,26 ocular surface diseases,27,28 and 
other cases of visual impairment.29 Although these 
existing algorithms provide value in terms of the 
diagnosis and stratification of eye diseases, LLM 
technology could have benefits that lean towards tackling 

deficiencies in clinical workflows or supporting a 
patient’s journey through the tertiary eye care system. 

The potential applications of LLM technology in 
ophthalmology  signify a new domain in digital eye care, 
which we examine in this Viewpoint. We categorise these 
applications into two main areas: improving the patient 
experience in eye care and optimising the delivery of care 
by providers. Recognising that innovation often brings 
challenges, we conclude by highlighting the barriers and 
limitations associated with these applications of LLMs 
and sharing potential solutions.

Improving patients’ experiences and 
streamlining their journeys
To understand how LLMs might improve a patient’s 
experience at a tertiary eye centre, we start this Viewpoint 
by reviewing the current workflow in most ophthalmology 
facilities (figure 1). Patients usually first present to their 
community optometrist or primary-care physician, who 
then makes referrals to eye hospitals. Patients attend 
appointments for preliminary tests conducted by allied 
health staff, and nearly all patients receive a detailed 
examination and consultation by specialist ophthal-
mologists. This examination is followed by visits to the 
pharmacy or clinical procedure rooms as appropriate. 
Subsequently, patients are followed up at the tertiary centre 
for treatment, surgery, regular screening, or long-term 
interval observation. This system suffers from several 
problems,30,31 including over-referral by primary-care 
services; long waiting lists for appointments; long waiting 
times during appointments; convoluted and fragmented 
pathways from the patient’s perspective; and patients 
remaining indefinitely in the care of tertiary hospitals. This 
section discusses several applications through which LLMs 
could potentially overcome or mitigate these challenges.

Facilitating triage and appointment prioritisation 
LLMs could be a useful tool for the remote triaging of 
patients by supplying information and responding to 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/S2589-7500(23)00201-7&domain=pdf
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questions on topics ranging from common ocular 
symptoms (eg, blurred vision, ocular pain, and redness) 
to specific eye diseases (eg, glaucoma, cataract, and 
diabetic retinopathy). In terms of their implementation, 
LLMs could be linked to mobile applications via an 
application programming interface (API) or be linked to 
eye hospital websites. Through such interfaces, LLMs 
could aid in remotely requesting specific information 
and chief complaints from patients, including their 
ocular symptoms, medical history, and other relevant 
details, and subsequently coordinate an appointment 
with the appropriate care provider (figure 2). This 
triaging is applicable in situations when patients cannot 
physically go to a hospital or clinic, or when quick advice 
is needed to establish the need for professional medical 
attention. 

An LLM can adapt its recommendations on the basis of 
context and new information provided by individual 
patients. Depending on the severity of a case or the 
likelihood of sight-threatening complications, LLMs 
could prioritise patients for same-day, same-week, or 
later in-person appointments. In the event of urgent 
cases, immediate tele-consultations could be prompted 
and facilitated by LLMs. Given that non-emergent 
conditions account for almost half of all eye-related 
emergency department visits,32 interventions to improve 
the triaging of these patients could allow emergency 
services to be more dedicated to truly emergent 
ophthalmic issues. Furthermore, a large proportion of 
new referral cases to tertiary eye centres are currently 
attributed to visually inconsequential cataracts, dry eyes, 
or correctable refractive error—which can generally be 
managed at primary-care centres without consultations 
in tertiary settings.33 

The strength of LLMs resides in their ability to facilitate 
dynamic, two-way communication, enriched by person-
alised context, a grasp of common-sense knowledge, and 
human-like cognitive abilities, such as chain-of-thought 
reasoning. This adaptability enables LLMs to modify 
their recommendations on the basis of fresh information 
provided by patients. In addition, LLM technology can 
facilitate preliminary decision making for risk strati-
fication. Typically, such stratification is the domain of 
ophthalmologists or specialised ophthalmic nurses, as 
opposed to primary-care physicians. Altogether, when 
deployed appropriately, LLMs could help to improve 
triaging.

Personalising patient visits
LLMs can also be harnessed to streamline administrative 
tasks tailored to a patient’s initial visit or subsequent 

Deep learning GPT ChatGPT

Architecture and 
definition

A subset of machine learning; typically uses artificial 
neural networks to perform tasks; there are many 
architectures, which can be broadly split into 
semisupervised and unsupervised algorithms

A specific implementation of deep learning that 
uses LLMs that are based on transformer 
architecture for language generation tasks 

A variant of GPT, with a chatbot interface to facilitate human 
interaction with the GPT LLM; this allows the model to 
generate text in a conversational manner

Input data Varies, but models are able to decipher complex patterns 
from unstructured data; neural networks can use image 
inputs; tabular, text, or video data can also be used

Text data, in sequence-to-sequence tasks Text input from a user or conversational data

Knowledge 
coverage

Limited to training data, but requires large amounts of 
training data

Broad coverage, pretrained on large amounts of 
text data from the internet, with GPT-4 having 
additional live access to public web information

Similar to GPT, with live access to public web information, 
and continuously improved with reinforcement learning 
from conversational data during user interaction

Efficiency and AI 
alignment*

One task (or multiple similar tasks) for one model with 
high alignment

Multiple tasks with low alignment Multiple tasks with high alignment

Interactivity None Low High (in a human-like manner)

General 
applications

Can be used for a wide range of tasks, such as image 
recognition, speech recognition, and language 
translation

Primarily used for text generation tasks, such as 
extracting information from texts, summarising 
and organising texts, translation, and answering 
questions

Similar functions to GPT, but specifically designed for 
generating text in a conversational manner; this is 
personalised with contextual information from previous 
responses

LLMs are large model sizes, such as GPT-3 and beyond, which are trained with a massive amount of linguistic data. AI=artificial intelligence. GPT=generative pretrained transformer. LLM=large language model. 
*A highly aligned AI system achieves the full range of intended objectives or desired behaviour (as defined by the programmer), while staying away from undesired behaviour.

Table 1: Comparisons between deep learning models, GPT, and ChatGPT

GPT-4 
(2023)1

LLaMA 
(2023)2

PaLM 
(2022)3

BLOOM 
(2022)4

Chinchilla 
(2022)5

Knowledge-based common-sense reasoning 
(based on the ARC challenge; %)6

96·3% 57·8% 65·9% 32·9% NR

Context-based common-sense reasoning 
(based on WinoGrande; %)7

87·5% 77% 85·1% NR 74·9%

Sentence completion (based on HellaSwag; %)8 95·3% 84·2% 83·8% NR 80·8%

Multitask language understanding (based on 
MMLU; %)9

86·4% 63·4% 69·3% NR 67·6%

Code generation (based on HumanEval; %)10 67·0% 79·3% NR 55·5% NR

Reading comprehension and arithmetic (based 
on DROP; %)11

80·9% NR 70·8% NR NR

Grade-school mathematics (based on 
GSM8K; %)12

92% 69·7% 58% NR NR

ARC=AI2 reasoning challenge. DROP=discrete reasoning over paragraphs. GPT=generative pretrained transformer. 
GSM=grade school math. MMLU=massive multitask language understanding. NR=not reported.

Table 2: Performance of common large language models in reasoning, coding, and mathematics
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hospital visits (figure 2). This streamlining encompasses 
delin eating visit sequences, intelligently scheduling 
appoint ments, coordinating medication deliveries, and 
auto mating form completion. The transition between 
nurses, optometrists, ophthalmologists, and different 
clinic rooms during a visit is frequently confusing and 
time-consuming. Rather than relying on physical queue 
slips or multiple in-person interactions with health-care 
staff for administrative matters, an LLM system can 
provide patients with sequential, personalised guidance, 
offering clarifications when needed. When scheduling 
appointments, instead of calling multiple agents for 
appointments, patients might only need to interact with 
the chatbot interface and type in their requests. 
Essentially, LLM technology has the potential to serve as 
an efficient, cost-effective virtual assistant, guiding 
patients seamlessly through their eye care experience.

In the context of cataract surgery, which is the most 
common ocular surgery, LLMs could promote the 
transition towards virtual, risk-based preoperative medical 
evaluations.34 A pilot study by the Kellogg Eye Center35 has 
shown that the use of a preoperative risk assessment 
questionnaire, administered via a virtual consultation, is 
associated with safe and efficient out comes, with fewer 
case delays, and no statistically significant differences in 
intraoperative complications or same-day cancellations. 
Building on this evidence, LLM technology could 
conceivably assist in administering preoperative 
questionnaires. This assistance might further stream line 
the preoperative process for low-risk cataract surgeries, 
while continuing to offer safe, high-value care.

Enhancing patient engagement in eye care with LLMs 
LLM technology offers promising avenues to bolster 
health literacy and adherence in eye care (figure 2). 

For example, chatbot interactions could be used to 
explain diagnoses or care plans at various difficulty levels, 
tailored to the individual. A substantial number of 
patients inadvertently or deliberately deviate from 
medical advice due to misunderstandings, forgetfulness, 
or neglect,36 leading to adverse effects on visual outcomes. 
For instance, poorly controlled intraocular pressure in 
glaucoma or uncontrolled blood glucose in diabetic 
retinopathy can lead to asymptomatic progression of the 
diseases.37,38 Poor contact lens hygiene and wearing habits 
can lead to complications ranging from lens discomfort 
to infective keratitis.39 Non-adherence with post-surgical 
topical corticosteroids leads to excessive postoperative 

inflammation of the eye.40 Similarly, patients with 
meibomian gland dysfunction often neglect regular and 
proper lid hygiene practice.41 Although no single 
approach guarantees universal patient adherence, LLMs 
can potentially address multiple facets of this challenge. 
They can potentially  automate reminders with enhanced 
frequency; evaluate and reinforce a patient’s grasp of 
their treatment plan; reiterate the rationale behind 
prescribed medications or eyedrops; offer a platform for 
patients to voice concerns between in-person consul-
tations; and provide translations in various languages, 
while ensuring context and nuance are retained. 
Although LLMs cannot replace the expertise and 
guidance of a trained optometrist or ophthalmologist, 
their capacity for engaging in intuitive, personalised 
dialogues with patients is noteworthy (eg, ChatGPT, 
Bard, and Bing Chat). These capabilities can strengthen 
the patient–provider relationship between clinical visits, 
particularly in a time characterised by a surge in 
ophthalmology patients and health-care staffing 
constraints.

Optimising eye care delivery by providers
Although LLM technology can be a valuable tool to 
support patients with eye conditions, there are also 
conceivable ways it can support care providers—
including ophthalmologists, optometrists, ophthalmic 
nurses, and allied health staff.

Streamlining medical record documentation
A promising avenue for the application of LLMs lies in 
assisting with the documentation of electronic medical 
records (EMRs), including crafting discharge summaries, 
consultation notes, operative dictations, and clinic letters  
(figure 3). Although the potential of using LLMs to 
enhance health-care practices has been met with both 
enthusiasm and caution,42 the idea of LLM-assisted 
documentation is gaining traction. LLMs, such as 
ChatGPT, have been trained on vast human language 
datasets and acquired a nuanced grasp of medical 
terminology, including terms specific to ophthalmology. 
The benefits of this feature could be maximised by 
combining the speech-to-text capabilities of other AI 
software with the transcription capabilities of LLMs (eg, 
OpenAI’s Whisper—a speech recognition system that 
can transcribe and translate audio files in many 
languages). Given that opto metrists and ophthalmologists 
often allocate a substantial portion of their time to 

Figure 1: Outline of the current clinical workflow in tertiary eye centres
IOP=intraocular pressure. OCT=optical coherence tomography. VA=visual acuity.

Over-referrals, long waiting lists, long waiting times, convoluted and fragmented care, indefinite tertiary care

Primary care Preliminary tests: 
VA or IOP

Further tests:
refraction, 

dilation, or OCT

Ophthalmologist Pharmaceuticals 
or eye injections

Medication 
deliveries and 
follow-up care

For more on the Whisper AI see 
https://openai.com/research/
whisper
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examinations and documen tation,43 an LLM-assisted 
verbal narration system could offer a streamlined 
approach, allowing for more efficient documentation 
during patient examinations.

Imagine a scenario in which LLM software functions 
similarly to modern smart speakers—actively recording 
patient symptoms, concerns, and specific details from 
ocular examinations. At the clinician’s behest, the LLM 
could craft notes that align with the eye clinic’s 
documentation protocols, incorporate pertinent billing 
codes, and even propose subsequent investigations or 
follow-up appointments. As an explorative exercise, we 
used ChatGPT-3.5 to emulate clinical communication 
scenarios characteristic of a tertiary ophthalmology 
service (appendix pp 2–5). The responses generated by 
ChatGPT were mostly articulate and encompassing, 
although based on its performance at the time, the 
responses would probably still require amendments by 

an ophthalmologist to further ensure accuracy and 
patient-specific relevance. It is also worth noting that 
ChatGPT’s recommendations seemed to lean towards a 
more generalised approach, occasionally missing the 
subtleties of individualised treatment. Nonetheless, this 
method holds promise for reducing the time spent on 
manual documentation. As LLMs evolve and are trained 
on more comprehensive EMR datasets, we can anticipate 
even more refined and efficient LLM-assisted docu-
mentation processes. 

Enhancing ophthalmic education with LLMs
LLMs present a transformative potential for enhancing 
education for eye care professionals (figure 4). One of 
their strengths lies in swiftly summarising extensive texts, 
be these academic papers or comprehensive ophthal-
mology literature, offering concise overviews. LLMs can 
distil key points from clinical guidelines or highlight 
relevant articles on specific subjects. Furthermore, LLMs 
can be used to simulate real-world inter actions, excelling 
in role-playing and verbal simul ations. On this note, they 
can also function as an immediate feedback tool to refine 
educators’ commun icative techniques.

Although LLMs cannot replace hands-on training for 
clinical procedures, they can serve as invaluable post-
training refreshers, summarising crucial steps in patient 
counselling or procedures themselves. For instance, 
ophthalmic nurses administering nurse-led intravitreal 
injections44,45 might review essential pointers before the 
procedure, whereas residents could revisit the crucial 
stages of surgeries. By generating case studies and 
simulating clinical scenarios, LLMs can help providers 
improve their decision-making skills and patient 
interaction acumen.  

In clinical settings, LLMs could be integrated into EMR 
systems to provide a quick summary of and key clinical 
details for each patient before their consultation. The 
provider could then use this infor mation to get an 
immediate overview of the patient’s profile, and check 
for specifics as required. This strategy might be 
particularly useful in clinics with high patient volumes.

Two studies from 202346,47 suggest that LLMs exhibit 
proficiency in answering ophthalmology-related queries, 
even in the absence of specialised training in 

Figure 3: Use of ChatGPT to enhance efficiency in medical record documentation
EMR=electronic medical record.
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Figure 2: Use of ChatGPT to enhance delivery of patient-centric health services
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ophthalmology. Likewise, when evaluating ophthal-
mology board-style questions, Cai and colleagues47 showed 
that ChatGPT-4.0 and Bing Chat performed com parably to 
human respondents. They also observed areas in which 
LLMs particularly excelled, such as when answering 
questions about test types and single-step reasoning 
questions, and more challenging areas for LLMs, such as 
image interpretation47—a domain still in its infancy.

Beyond serving as topic refreshers, LLMs can craft 
multiple-choice questions for examination topics, 
assisting in examination preparation. An ophthalmology 
trainee, for instance, could feed ChatGPT an article from 
EyeWiki, an eye encyclopaedia website, prompting the 
LLM to generate test questions for them to review or use 
for mock self-assessments. In the appendix (p 6), we 
showcase examples of ChatGPT formulating pertinent 
questions and providing accurate answers with materials 
extracted from EyeWiki. 

Implementation challenges and possible 
solutions
Despite the wide-ranging benefits LLMs might bring to 
eye care, concerns have also been raised about their 
application.48,49

Constraints of LLMs in ophthalmological examinations 
and procedures 
Much of ophthalmological practice hinges on meticulous 
physical examinations of the eyes, an aspect unattainable 
through mere text-based interactions with an LLM. Key 
procedures, such as assessing symptoms, gauging visual 
acuity, observing eye movements, performing tonometry, 
and conducting fundoscopy, necessitate direct obser-
vation and cannot be entirely replicated virtually. 

 Although LLMs are not intrinsically tailored for clinical 
procedures, their integration with API plugins and 
complementary software tools can substantially enhance 
their applicability. For instance, the seamless fusion of 
ChatGPT with the Argil plugin facilitates the creation of 
images derived from textual prompts.50 By synergising 
LLMs with ocular photo-based deep learning algorithms, 
the potential for automated quantification and textual 
interpretation of ocular imaging data emerges. This 
collaborative methodology could facilitate the commu-
nication of AI-assisted potential diagnoses to ophthal-
mologists, expanding the scope and promise of LLMs in 
the realm of ophthalmology.

Privacy and security concerns
A pressing concern about the integration of LLMs into 
clinical settings revolves around cybersecurity and data 
privacy, especially when software needs to be trained on 
EMR data or is directly embedded into a live EMR 
system.51 For an LLM to be clinically pertinent, it would 
inevitably require access to comprehensive patient 
medical histories, including previous eye conditions, 
ocular images, examination records, surgical histories, 

medications, and allergies. This access requirement leads 
to the pivotal issue of patient consent and acceptance. 

Medical data protection in ophthalmology must adhere 
to various legal and regulatory requirements, such as the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act in 
the USA or the General Data Protection Regulation in 
the EU. LLMs in ophthalmology clinics would need 
access to eye data management systems such as the Zeiss 
Forum or the Heidelberg Eye Explorer HEYEX 2. Ocular 
images could potentially be considered as patient 
identifiers, and the security of ophthalmic imaging with 
a new LLM tool would need to be reviewed before 
implementation. 

Ensuring adherence to regulations, along with the 
implementation of robust access controls, encryption 
measures, data backups, regular audits, and timely 
notifications of data breaches, could prove intricate and 
demand substantial resources. A collaborative approach, 
involving health-care providers, technology vendors, 
regulatory agencies, and researchers is imperative. Such 
collaboration aims to gain a clear understanding of how 
LLM algorithms will interact with ocular EMR data and 
the feasibility of instituting safeguards to uphold 
individual data privacy, and to ensure alignment with 
global data protection mandates.

To address the safety apprehensions associated with 
the integration of LLM systems into EMRs, blockchain 
technology could be a promising solution. Distinct from 
traditional centralised databases, blockchain technology 
operates on a decentralised and distributed ledger 
framework.52,53 Every interaction between an EMR and an 
LLM can be securely chronicled as distinct blocks within 
this chain. By harnessing cryptographic algorithms and 
dispersing data across a multitude of nodes, blockchain 
technology holds the potential to substantially mitigate 

Figure 4: Use of ChatGPT to facilitate medical education and learning  
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the risk of data breaches during interactions between 
EMRs and LLMs. Furthermore, the intrinsic transparency 
of blockchain technology facilitates the immediate 
identification and tracing of discrepancies in EMR data, 
ensuring timely identification and rectification of errors.

False responses by LLMs
Another notable concern about LLMs is the potential for 
false or misleading responses, colloquially termed hallu-
cinations.18 Although these models have shown 
impressive alignment with US Medical Licensing Exam 
questions,54 they can produce factual or contextual 
medical errors, which can be deceptively convincing to 
patients. For instance, ChatGPT, in its current form, 
derives its knowledge primarily from the vast expanse of 
public text on the internet. This means it does not have a 
comprehensive understanding and can only mimic 
general cognitive knowledge on the basis of prevalent 
linguistic patterns. ChatGPT is not specifically tailored 
for intricate technical or medical tasks.13 A profound 
grasp of eye anatomy, physiology, and diseases might 
elude the current capabilities of LLMs. 

To truly excel as an auxiliary tool in eye care, LLMs 
would need to be trained on specialised ophthalmological 
research literature and clinical guidelines. However, a 
substantial portion of this material is not publicly 
accessible, placing it outside the purview of current LLM 
training iterations. Hence, the onus would be on 
clinicians to proofread the outputs, and ensure they are 
grounded in appropriate facts. 

In addition, previous deep learning applications in 
ophthalmology, such as those used for the interpretation 
of fundus images, were built on narrowly defined models 
with clear outcome measures, such as diabetic retino-
pathy and cataract detection. In contrast, with the rapid 
evolution of LLMs, assessing their expansive intelligence 
and setting definitive clinical performance standards 
presents a more intricate challenge. Thorough and 
robust evaluation is essential to ascertain the reliability 
and safety of these tools in clinical settings. 

Other capability limitations of LLMs
Another notable limitation of LLMs is their potential 
inability to keep pace with the latest advancements in the 
diagnosis and treatment of eye diseases. Given the 
dynamic nature of medical knowledge, LLMs might lag if 
they do not incorporate the latest research findings or 
clinical guidelines. Furthermore, when offering clinical 
recommendations outside of a clinical setting (where 
there is no access to patients’ EMRs), LLMs might not be 
able to provide tailored advice, com promising the 
precision of their suggestions. Lastly, language support 
remains a concern. LLMs might not cater to all languages, 
especially in terms of specialised medical vocabulary. 
This limitation poses potential risks of misinterpretation 
and raises broader issues about accessibility and health 
equity.

Ethical considerations
In the past year, several major disciplines and 
professions—not limited to ophtha lmology—have begun 
to consider what LLMs mean for them. Given how fast 
LLM technology is moving, there are ethical and legal 
concerns of liability should medical errors arise from any 
of the practical drawbacks described above.55 Until 
accuracy and safety standards deemed acceptable by the 
medical community are put in place, any prompts (ie, 
text entered into ChatGPT) related to the medical use of 
LLMs should be restricted and ideally should contain 
explicit warnings. Arguably, many of the bioethics 
concerns associated with LLMs mirror those prevalent in 
existing AI applications in medicine—encompassing 
data ownership, consent, bias, and privacy. However, 
there are other ethical issues that have been brought to 
the forefront by LLMs56—including misinformation, 
medical deepfakes, the imperative of informing patients 
when AI analyses their medical data, and the potential 
inequities stemming from overly rapid technological 
advancements.56,57 Conversely, however, LLMs also 
present promising avenues for democratising knowledge 
and empowering patients.

Conclusions
LLMs hold great promise in the field of ophthalmology, 
offering transformative avenues to enhance clinical 
workflows and care paradigms. Yet before we can 
integrate these models into existing health systems, it is 
imperative that we address pressing concerns about their 
robustness and reliability. Although we remain optimistic 
about LLMs, drawing parallels with other digital 
ophthalmology tools such as telemedicine and ocular 
photo-based deep learning, we emphasise the crucial 
need for accuracy assessment, governance, and the 
establishment of protective measures when integrating 
them into clinical and care settings.
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